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Operator Awareness in Human-robot Collaboration
through Wearable Vibrotactile Feedback
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Andrea Maria Zanchettin1, Paolo Rocco1, and Domenico Prattichizzo2 .
Abstract—In industrial scenarios requiring human-robot col-
laboration, the understanding between the human operator and
his/her robot co-worker is paramount. On one side the robot has
to detect human intentions, and on the other side the human
needs to be aware of what is happening during the collaborative
task. In this paper, we address the first issue by predicting
human behaviour through a new recursive Bayesian classifier
exploiting head and hand tracking data. Human awareness is
tackled by endowing the human with a vibrotactile ring that
sends acknowledgements to the user during critical phases of the
collaborative task. The proposed solution has been assessed in a
human-robot collaboration scenario and we found that adding
haptic feedback is particularly helpful to improve the perfor-
mance when the human-robot cooperation task is performed
by non-skilled subjects. We believe that predicting operator’s
intention and equipping him/her with wearable interfaces able
to give information about the prediction reliability, are essential
features to improve performance in human-robot collaboration
in industrial environments.
Index Terms—Human-Centered Robotics, Haptics and Haptic
Interfaces, Cognitive Human-Robot Interaction
I. INTRODUCTION
HUMAN-ROBOT collaboration (HRC) has received in-creasing attention over the last years, [1]. The possi-
bility for robotic manipulators to share the workspace with
humans is becoming an important asset, especially in small
and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), and the corresponding
applications are rapidly contaminating other fields such as
healthcare and domestic robotics.
For a long time, safety has been the main focus in HRC, [2].
More recently, researchers have started working on methods
to allow a fluent interaction between humans and robots.
The possibility for a properly instrumented robotic device to
understand and somehow predict humans’ intentions is now
considered as important as safety. In this context, many results
have been reported showing the increasing capability of robots
to semantically interpret their human fellows. For example, in
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[3], a method based on conditional random fields (CRFs) is
used by the robot to anticipate its assistance. In Luo et al. [4]
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) are used to predict human
reaching targets. A similar result has been obtained in [5] by
means of Bayesian methods. In [6] human intention is inferred
by combining expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithms and
an online model learning strategy.
However, allowing robots to understand humans is by far not
enough to establish a fluent and effective collaboration. In fact,
recent papers have motivated the need for mutual understan-
ding, where the human has to be aware about the inference
capabilities of the robot, [7], [8]. Technological advancements
have introduced a plethora of new methodologies to increase
the awareness of the operator during the collaboration with a
robot. For example, in [9] an augmented reality (AR) has been
introduced to support the human in collaborative assembly
operations. Signal lights and their optimal positioning have
been addressed in [10] to inform the human operator about the
status of the robot. Verbal feedback, i.e. the most natural (for
the human) interaction modality, has been addressed in [11]
showing its capability to improve the performance in HRC.
Acoustic and visual feedback signals are employed in HRC
also to let the human know if his/her commands to the robot
were successfully recognized [12].
In this paper, we propose a HRC framework where the
human intention is estimated by means of a Bayesian recursive
classifier, and the human awareness is improved by using
haptic feedback.
The sense of touch is not only the most robust and distribu-
ted of human senses, but it is also proximal, bidirectional, and
private [13]. These features make the haptic channel particu-
larly suitable to convey information to workers in industrial
environments, where visual and auditory modalities might be
busy to effectively accomplish a task (e.g., the human must
use the view to find and pick objects), or impaired due to
personal protective equipment (PPE) (e.g., the worker could
be wearing headphones).
Recently, the new generation of wearable haptic interfa-
ces [14] has widened the range of the possible applications
of haptics in many areas, including robotics. Wearable haptics
combines the advantages of haptic feedback with those of
wearability, a key feature that “enables novel forms of com-
munication, cooperation, and integration between humans and
machines” [15]. Devices that can be worn on different parts
of human body (hand-exoskeletons, armbands, rings, thimbles)
and that can transmit different types of haptic feedback (cuta-
neous and kinaesthetic force feedback, vibrations) have been
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tested in various contexts. Haptic thimbles and bracelets were
successfully applied in human-robot cooperation scenarios
such as teleoperation [16] and human-robot teams naviga-
tion [17]. Haptic rings were found to be particularly suitable
in augmented reality applications, where humans have to
interact not only with a virtual environment, but also with real
objects [18], and in conjunction with a wearable extra robotic
finger, both to control it and to perceive tactile feedback from
it [19], [20]. The most widespread tactile displays are those
that generate vibrotactile sensations [21]. Several commercial
products, including mobile phones, gaming controllers, car
cockpits, and surgical instruments, employ vibrations to trans-
mit tactile sensations to the users, or just to alert them that a
certain event occurred [13].
In this paper, we tackle the problem of human-robot col-
laboration with a bidirectional information exchange. On the
one hand, an intention estimation algorithm tracks the human,
and allows the robot to understand in advance the forthcoming
action of the operator. On the other, a wearable device is used
to improve the operator awareness during the human-robot
collaborative assembly task through vibrotactile feedback. The
proposed inference method significantly extends the one in [5]
considering the motion of both human hands and also the head
orientation. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, this is
the first time that a haptic interface is used to augment the
collaboration abilities between humans and robots.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains the intention prediction algorithm, Section III shows
how the method can be applied to a real HRC scenario, and
Section IV analyses the experimental results.
II. METHODS
A. Generalities
To achieve an efficient human-robot collaboration, it is
essential for the robot to infer human’s intention and then
decide the best action to take. The difficulty of inferring human
intentions is proportional to the level of abstraction associated
to the possible activities that the operator can undertake. For
instance, when monitoring an operator in a robotic cell, we can
just infer which tool the human intends to reach, or solve the
more difficult problem of inferring what part he/she is going to
assemble within a set of possible ones (activity labelling). The
second kind of problems can be solved by using the approach
proposed in [22] and [3], adopting CRFs, however relying
on a complex training phase. Moreover, the learnt model will
be valid only for the specific environment monitored in the
training phase.
By reducing the level of abstraction, we can make inference
in more general contexts, relying on a reduced a priori
knowledge. In this work, we focus on inferring the next goal
that will be reached by the operator’s hand, among a set of
possible known ones. One common approach is to monitor
the whole operator’s arm trajectory [4]. Indeed, the observed
trajectory of the hand, as well as other skeletal points of
interest, are treated as features, which are exploited to classify
the trajectory using a learnt GMM. After classification, it is
possible to forecast the trajectory on a small future horizon
time. The predicted motion can be then exploited to make
inference about the target location of the human.
Zanchettin and Rocco, in [5], considered only the operator’s
hand trajectory and solved the problem by using a recursive
Bayesian classifier. In this work, we develop a similar method,
however considering as observations both, the position of the
operator’s hands and the orientation of the operator’s head,
which is an estimate of his/her gaze. All the aforementioned
quantities can be acquired through a motion sensing input
device.
Monitoring the operator’s gaze is not something new in
human-robot interaction (HRI). It is used, for example, to let
social robots perform human-like motions. In [23], authors
focused on producing coordinated head-arm motions for a
humanoid robot with a two degrees-of-freedom head.
Even for human-human interactions, the gaze constitutes an
important measure, since it is closely tied to what people are
thinking and doing [24]. Motivated by this fact, we adopted the
estimate of the gaze (face orientation) to help in the process of
inference. In a similar way, Bednarik et al., in [25], developed
a classifier that is able to detect when a person observes an
intended goal location. The classifier is adopted to avoid the
so called Midas touch problem, i.e., considering as intended
every goal that at a certain time is in the operator’s field
of view. We think that the same problem can be mitigated
by considering also other observations rather than only the
gaze, as for example one hand trajectory. This approach was
followed in [26], where a hidden Markov model (HMM) was
adopted. The HMM allows to make inference about a sliding
temporal window of observations.
B. Probability distributions
In this work, the probability distribution of a set of possible
goals that an operator can reach, is computed in a recursive
way, as done in [5]. We assume the set of possible goals G =
{Goal1, · · · , Goaln} is known as well as their locations in
space. Regarding the measures retrieved from a depth camera,
we will denote with pRk and p
L
k the position of the right
and left wrist of the operator at step k, while we will use
zk to denote the estimated orientation of the head. hk will
denote the estimated position of the skeletal point associated
to the head. The sensing device computes z as the normal of
a plane which interpolates some detected facial points (Fig.
1a). Not only the estimate of zk can be returned, but a flag
fk about its validity is returned too. When the operator looks
towards a direction that is very different from the normal of
the camera frame zKin (Fig. 1b), the retrieved measure is a
number with no sense. In such cases, fk will be returned as
false. Let us define a vector θk containing the complete set of
measurements (Fig. 1b):
θk =
(
pRk p
L
k hk zk fk
)T
.
According to the past acquired samples for pR and pL, it is
possible to estimate the direction of the velocity of both hands
at step k, which is expressed by the unit vectors tR and tL.
Since a task involves the simultaneous motion of both human
hands, it is in principle possible to compute two distinct
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distributions of probability: one related to the right hand and
one to the left hand. Considering one of the aforementioned
distributions, the probability of goal i at step k will be denoted
as P ik. This quantity is interpreted as an a priori knowledge
for step k+1. It is possible to compute the likelihood function
of goal i at step k + 1, i.e., Π(θk+1|Goali), by using of
the retrieved measures θk+1. This quantity is employed to
compute the a posteriori probability at step k + 1, applying
the Bayes formula:
P ik+1 =
P ikΠ(θk+1|Goali)∑n
j=1 P
j
kΠ(θk+1|Goalj)
, (1)
where n is the number of possible goals. The key question
is how to compute the likelihood Π(θk+1|Goali). To this
purpose, the approach proposed in [5] computes the angle
between tR (or tL) and a predicted direction, computed by
considering a third degree polynomial path connecting the
previous position of the operator’s hand (right or left) with
Goali. In this way the measure about one single operator’s
hand is considered. To tackle the same problem, here we
propose to compute the likelihood by using a Gaussian Mix-
ture distribution, which considers as features the quantities
contained in vector Φik, defined as follows (see Fig. 1b):
Φik =
(
θiW1k θ
i
W2k θ
i
Hk d
i
k
)T
.
When considering inference for the right hand, θiW1k is taken
as the angle between tRk and the vector connecting pRk
to the position of Goali, while θiW2k is a similar angle but
considering tLk. On the contrary, when inference is made
for left hand, θiW1k is computed according to t
L
k and θiW2k
according to tRk. The angle θiHk is the one between zk and
the vector connecting hk to the location of Goali, while dik is
the distance between point pR and Goali, when considering
inference for the right hand while is the same involving pL
when considering inference for the left one. Angle θiW2k is
included inΦik because a high evidence that left hand is going
to Goali, reduces the probability that this goal is intended
for the right hand. Clearly we assume that the operator uses
a single hand to reach a certain goal1. On the contrary, not
considering θiW2k in Φ
i
k would lead to update the probability
distributions related to the hands in a completely independent
way, which is not realistic.
C. Learning the likelihood function
The distribution of the likelihood function is approximated
with a GMM. The GMM probability density function is
indicated as f(Φ), and it is basically a weighted sum of
multivariate Gaussian densities:
f(Φ) =
Nc∑
c=1
wc|2piΣc|0.5Υ(Φ|µc,Σc), (2)
with: Υ(Φ|µc,Σc) = exp(−0.5(Φ − µc)TΣ−1c (Φ − µc))
and
∑Nc
c=1 wc = 1.
In Eq. (2), Nc is the number of clusters of the mixture, while
Σc, µc, and wc are the covariance, the mean, and the weight
1But moving simultaneously both hands to reach different locations.
(a) (b)
Fig. 1: On the left, estimation of z is made according to some
detected facial points, which are depicted as blue points. On
the right all the measured retrieved from the sensor, which are
exploited for inference are reported.
of the cth cluster, respectively. The density f is exploited to
compute the likelihood function:
Π(θk|Goali) = f(Φi(θk, Goali))
and can be learnt from data in a supervised manner. The
parameters to be learnt can be grouped in a set Θ =
〈w1,Σ1, µ1, ..., wNc,ΣNc, µNc〉. We can monitor operators
during the execution of certain tasks, collecting some trajecto-
ries pR(t),pL(t),h(t),z(t). Then, by knowing the intended
goal locations2, it is possible to extract from the collected data
a population of samples X = 〈Φ1, · · · ,Φm〉, which can be
used to learn the underlying GMM distribution.
To this purpose we make use of the well known Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm [27]. It is an iterative algorithm
that starts from an initial guess Θ0, computed by using a
k-means classifier, and then adjusts values for Θ until the
convergence to a maximum for L, which is the log-likelihood
of the parameters with respect to sample X (i.e., a measure of
how well the GMM distribution explains the training dataset)
defined as:
Lk = L(Θk|X) = 1
m
m∑
i=1
log(
Nc∑
c=1
wkcΥ(Φm|µkc ,Σkc )).
The computation of Θk+1 is made so to increase the value
of L, i.e., so to have Lk+1 > Lk, till the convergence to a
maximum L∗ (see [27]). The number of clusters defining the
GMM distribution, i.e., the cardinality of Θ, must be decided
prior to applying EM. Anyway it is possible to apply the EM
more than once, changing the number of clusters every time.
At the end, it is possible to compare the maximum value L∗,
achieved with different numbers of clusters to determine the
best one among all. Indeed, this was the procedure used in
this work.
We conclude this section by pointing out that the learnt
model is general, in the sense that it can be applied to any
kind of robotic cell (with its own locations for goals). In this
way, when changing the layout of a cell, we can still rely on
the learnt GMM, without a new training of the model. On the
other hand, a specific GMM learnt for a newer layout could
achieve higher performance.
2In this sense the approach is supervised.
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D. Making inference with GMM
Once the GMM describing the likelihood function
Π(Goali|θ) has been learnt, it is possible to exploit it on-
line, to make inference about the intended goal. For the sake
of simplicity, suppose that only the distribution related to
one hand of the operator is updated. To this purpose, the
measures retrieved from the sensor as well as the knowledge
about every possible goal location are exploited to compute
Φ1k+1, · · · ,Φnk+1, one for every goal. Then, Eq. (1) is
adopted to compute the a posteriori probabilities of every goal
at step k + 1.
Since the information about z is not always valid, we consider
a switching model for the update of probabilities. In case
z is not available, we can make inference according to a
reduced vector of features Ψik =
(
θiW1k d
i
k
)T
. Another
GMM distribution, let us call it GMM2d, can be learnt for
Ψ, in a similar way as for the one describing Φ, that can be
denoted as GMM4d. Then, depending on the value returned
at step k for flag fk, the update of probabilities for every goal
is made according to GMM4d, or according to GMM2d.
The overall pipeline of the presented approach is reported in
Fig. 2.
E. Managing uncertainties for the location of the goals
As stated in the previous Section, the computation of the
feature vector Φi (or Ψi) requires to know the position of the
ith goal. However, in realistic contexts, this quantity is not a
precise value, but it is rather a random variable with a certain
distribution of probability. To manage this uncertainty it is
only required to characterize the distribution which describes
the goal location. In this way, some possible locations for
goals can be sampled every time the update of probability is
required.
As done for particle filter algorithms, when computing the
likelihood of the ith uncertain goal we can consider a set
of Np samples gi1, · · · , giNp as hypothesis about the true
goal location. Then, for every sample gij , it is possible to
compute the likelihood function, by following the approach
presented in Section II-D, which implies to compute different
Φij . The global likelihood function adopted for updating the
probabilities can be computed as a mean of the likelihood of
every sample3:
Π(θk+1|Goali) = 1
Np
Np∑
p=1
Π(θk+1|gij) = 1
Np
Np∑
p=1
f(Φij).
III. EXPERIMENTS
We tested our method in a collaborative task, where a
human operator has to assemble a box with the help of a
robotic manipulator. The experimental setup consists of an
ABB dual-arm robot YUMI equipped with a suction cup and
a Kinect depth camera to track human motions, see Fig. 3.
The operator’s left hand is equipped with a vibrotactile ring
3Which can translated in a weighted sum, in case samples are not equally
probable.
(Fig. 4), which contains a 4 mm vibration motor (PRECISION
MICRODRIVESTM)4, that is controlled through an Arduino
Pro Mini5. The communication with the ring is wireless,
thanks to two XBee® RF modules (Digi International Inc.)6.
The ring itself weights around 2g, whereas the complete device
(ring plus controller box placed on the wrist) weights around
40g.
The depth camera, the vibrotactile ring and the robot are
connected to a CPU, where the inference algorithm is imple-
mented. The CPU reads the measurements retrieved from the
Kinect and sends commands to both the robot and the ring.
A. Description of the collaborative assembly task
The objective of the task is to assemble a box containing a
USB pen drive. The task has 5 steps:
1) The human fills the box with two layers of foam, and
the USB pen drive.
2) The human brings the filled box towards the robot.
3) The robot adds the cover on the box.
4) The human fixes the cover with some tape.
5) The robot stores the finished product.
The operator is monitored during the experiment by the
depth camera, whose observations are given to the inference
algorithm presented in Section II-D. The set of possible human
goals is composed as follows (see Fig. 3):
1) Home position
2) Feeder of the first kind of layer foams
3) Feeder of the second kind of layer foams
4) Collaborative station
5) Feeder of the boxes and pen drives
The haptic feedback is used twice. The first time to inform
the human that the robot understood his/her intention of
putting the box in the shared workspace, i.e., the collaborative
station (beginning of step 2). The second time to inform
the human that the robot understood that step 4 has been
completed. The decision about the proper time to send one new
feedback is made according to the evolution of probabilities
about the human’s goals, as well as according to the state
machine depicted in Fig. 5. When at least one new human
is detected in the scene, the state machine goes out of its
initial state and reaches state 1. This state persists until the
probability related to goal 4 grows above a predefined high
threshold (0.8 for instance), meaning that the human has
completed the first step and is about to deliver the partially
assembled box to the collaborative station. When this happens,
the machine enters state 2 and returns to state 1 only when the
probability of goal 1 grows above another threshold, implying
that the operator has finished step 4 and is about to begin a
new cycle. Every time the machine goes form state 1 to state 2
or vice versa, a vibrotactile feedback (a vibration burst lasting
120 ms, with a frequency of 200 Hz and an amplitude of 0.8
g) is sent to the operator. We decided to use the same kind
of feedback in both cases because the aim of the delivered
4Datasheet Motor
5Datasheet Arduino Pro Mini
6Datasheet XBee
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Fig. 2: Pipeline of the proposed approach to tackle the problem of inference. Flag fk is exploited to select the proper GMM
to compute the likelihood of every goal.
Goal 1: 
HomeGoal 5: Boxes 
and pen drives
Goal 4: collaborative 
station
Goal 3: Layer foams #2
Goal 2: Layer
foams #1
Fig. 3: Layout of the experimental robotic cell. Locations of
possible human goals are indicated with white dotted circles.
Fig. 4: Vibrotactile ring with its controller box. During the
experiments the ring is worn on the operator’s left hand and
the box is attached to a Velcro bracelet worn on the forearm.
message is the same, i.e., informing in a reactive way the
human that the robot has understood his/her intention and is
about to move.
B. Experiments
We recruited 16 participants for our experiments. Half of
them performed the collaborative task with the haptic ring,
and half without. In both groups, 5 out of 8 subjects were
considered “non-skilled”, as they declared to be not familiar
Fig. 5: State machine adopted to send feedback to the operator.
Note that vibration bursts are sent before the operator actually
reaches the goals, according to the probabilities evolution.
Fig. 6: Some trajectories taken from the experiments, going
from goal 1 (blue) to goal 4 (red). Green markers are located
at the points of the path for which the subject receives the
haptic feedback.
with the use of robots. The “skilled” participants, instead,
had previous experience with human-robot collaborative tasks
(e.g., they already took part in HRC experiments), but were
not specifically trained for the proposed assembly task. All
subjects were asked to perform the collaborative task for 5
consecutive times, and those wearing the ring were instructed
on the meaning of the vibration burst. During the experiments
the ring was worn on the operator’s left hand, that was the
one tracked with the Kinect. We recorded the execution time
of each trial and we asked subjects that used the vibrotactile
interface to evaluate their experience with a questionnaire. Fig.
6 shows some trajectories taken from one subject, with the
point at which the haptic feedback is sent, which is almost in
the middle of the path.
We adopted the method described in Section II-C to train
GMM4d and GMM2d models. Results regarding training of
GMM4d are reported in Fig. 7, where the likelihood of the
model is plotted against the number of clusters considered.
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Fig. 7: The figure reports the likelihood of model GMM4d,
varying the number of clusters considered when training the
model. The selected number of clusters was 7.
A number of 7 clusters was considered for GMM4d since,
as can be seen from Fig. 7, considering a greater number
does not improve significantly the likelihood of the model.
Experimental results are discussed in the next section.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We evaluated our collaborative framework analysing three
different aspects: the benefits of using gaze estimation, the
benefits of using the vibrotactile feedback, and the overall
subjects’ evaluation of the haptic ring.
A. Benefits of using gaze estimation
To highlight the benefits of using the estimate of the gaze in
the inference process, we compared the probabilities evolution
obtained with three different methods:
M1: the method proposed in [5], which considers in the
inference process only the trajectory of a single hand of
the operator;
M2: an approach that updates the probabilities based on the
trajectory of a single hand and using the likelihood
function denoted as GMM2d, simulating that the infor-
mation about gaze is always unavailable;
M3: the complete approach proposed in Section II-D, where
inference is made by considering both the detected posi-
tions of the operator’s hands and his/her gaze.
Method 3 was applied on-line, while the other two were
applied off-line on the same measurements retrieved from the
depth camera. Fig. 8 reports the distribution of the distance
at which goal 4 was correctly recognized by using the afore-
mentioned methods. As can be seen, the performance of the
methods is quite similar. Anyway, the robustness of the three
methods must be taken into account. We define the number of
false positives as the number of times for which the probability
of a certain goal has risen beyond the threshold of 0.8, but
the operator was going to a different target. The number of
true negatives, instead, corresponds to the number of times
for which the operator was going to a certain goal, but the
probability of the same did not rise above the threshold. From
the analysis of Table I, that reports data related to goals 1 and
4, we can state that the information about the gaze allows to
acquire an improved robustness in the inference process. The
position of goal 1 is much more scattered than goal 4, and this
reflects on the performance of our algorithm, even though it
remains better than the method proposed in [5].
TABLE I: Percentages of false positives and true negatives are
with respect to the total number of times the operators went
to goal 4 for the upper table. The lower one refers to goal 1.
Goal 4 M1 M2 M3∗
% False Positives 4.54 11.53 0
% True Negatives 16.67 0 0
Goal 1 M1 M2 M3
% False Positives 9.09 11.15 6.06
% True Negatives 21.21 12.3 8.3
∗The third column of the first table contains zeros because during the
experiments we did not notice neither false positives, nor true negatives
(N.B. method 3 was applied on-line).
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Fig. 8: Comparison of the three different inference methods
regarding the goal recognition performance. Distance before
recognition refers to the length of the path described by the
wrist of the operator, from the instant at which the recognition
of goal happens until the time at which the operator reaches
goal 4.
B. Benefits of using haptic feedback
To evaluate the advantages of using haptic feedback, we
decided to analyse the task execution time. We started from
the intuition that if the human is aware that the robot has
understood his/her intention, he/she does not have to wait to
see it moving, and can proceed with the task execution in a
more fluent and fast way. In other words, the haptic feedback
makes the user confident that his/her artificial mate is working
as expected.
From the data gathered in the experiments described in
Section III, we observed that within the overall population,
variability in cycle time is reduced with the help of vibrotactile
feedback, however no statistical evidence of this fact can
be proven (Fig. 9). Within the population of non-skilled
participants (Fig. 10), instead, we found statistical evidence
of the fact that the average cycle time is reduced with the
help of vibrotactile feedback (single-tailed Wilcoxon rank
sum test with confidence α = 0.05 returns r = 0.9907). A
tangible decrease of the cycle time variability for the same
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population can also be appreciated, however still without
statistical evidence.
We also considered the time elapsed from the instant the
human finishes to fix the tape on the cover and the time he/she
reaches goal 1 to begin a new assembling cycle, for both
skilled and non-skilled participants (Fig. 11). The average time
when receiving the vibrotactile feedback is strongly proved to
be statistically lower (single-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test
with confidence α = 0.05 returns r = 0.9998). This confirms
the hypothesis that the usage of vibrotactile feedback for some
crucial parts of the interaction makes the user more confident
about the robot behaviour, improving his/her productivity.
The task that we present in this paper is rather easy, and
that is probably why performance of people with previous
experience in robotics does not seem to benefit from haptic
feedback. However, having seen the results obtained with
non-skilled subjects, we expect that in contexts where the
production lines change frequently (e.g., agile manufacturing),
haptic feedback could prove to be significantly beneficial.
To further assess its usability in industrial contexts, haptic
feedback could be compared with auditory or visual cues,
in case hearing and sight are not impaired during the task
execution. However, the comparison between different types of
feedback modalities was out of the scope of this work. Future
developments could address this issue and also study how
multimodal interaction [28] can be combined with intention
prediction algorithms to perform HRC tasks.
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feedback
Fig. 9: Cycle time with and without ring. The overall po-
pulation, composed of skilled and non-skilled subjects, was
considered.
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Fig. 10: Cycle time with and without ring for non-skilled
subjects.
C. Overall evaluation of the haptic ring
After the experiments done with the haptic ring, we sub-
mitted to the subjects a questionnaire to get their subjective
0.5
1
1.5
2
Without 
feedback
With haptic 
feedback
Fig. 11: Time elapsed from the instant when the tape is fixed
until the one when the operator returns to goal 1. The overall
population, composed of skilled and non-skilled subjects, was
considered.
evaluation of the device. None of the 8 subjects had previously
used wearable haptic interfaces before. We formulated the
questions as five-level Likert items, and from the answers
shown in Fig. 12 we can derive an overall appreciation of
the ring, that was felt more as a help (cf. R5) than as an
encumbrance (cf. R1, R3). Answers to question R5 are in
line with the results shown in Fig. 11, underlining that the
vibrotactile feedback helps in proceeding smoothly with the
task.
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
020406080100 20 40 60 80 100
Percentage
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree
Evaluation of the vibrotactile ring
R1: I found the vibrotactile ring very cumbersome to use.
R2: The vibrations produced by the ring are easy to distinguish.
R3: Wearing the ring impedes some movements.
R4: The vibration is annoying.
R5: Having an acknowledgement from the robot helps in going on
with the task.
Fig. 12: Subjects’ answers in percentage to the question
“Express how much you agree with the following statements
concerning the vibrotactile ring”.
In this paper, we focused on using a vibrotactile ring, as
it is one of the most simple and unobtrusive wearable haptic
devices [19], and acts directly on the user’s body part (the
hand) that is mainly in charge of performing the assembly task.
Other possible solutions, including different haptic devices
(e.g., bracelets, armbands, headbands), and different feedback
signals (e.g., vibrations patterns, vibration bursts with different
durations, force feedback) could be tested in future works to
convey meaningful information during HRC tasks.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a human-robot collaboration para-
digm where human intentions are inferred through a Bayesian
recursive classifier and are used for a twofold purpose. On
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one side, to decide how and when the robot has to perform
its part of the collaborative task, on the other, to send a
vibrotactile feedback to the human operator to acknowledge
that his/her intention has been recognized with high accuracy.
Our inference algorithm forecasts, within a fixed and finite
set of goal positions, the one that will be reached by the
operator, relying on the on-line acquisition of the trajectories
of the human hands and head. This algorithm was inspired by
our previous work, that has been here extended to take into
account the estimated human’s gaze direction, which allows
to achieve higher robustness to the inference process. Through
experiments with 16 volunteers, we showed its applicability to
a collaborative assembly task, and we found that adding haptic
feedback to alert the human when the robot has understood
her/his intentions, significantly improves the average execution
time of non-skilled subjects. Future investigations will focus
on studying how haptic feedback influences the learning of
new tasks in naive users.
The combination of an intention prediction algorithm with
haptic feedback is a new idea that could potentially be exploi-
ted in several human-robot collaborative tasks, choosing the
inference algorithms and tactile displays that are most suitable
for the particular application.
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